
 
 

  
  

Ductor is a global biotech company that is changing the world trough groundbreaking innovation, design, and 
the circular economy. Our ambition is to fight climate change, produce renewable energy, and solve increasing 
food demand an waste accumulations challenges. Ductor was founded in 2009 in Helsinki, Finland. Today we 
operate globally in North America, Europe and Asia. Our Headquater is based in Zug, Switzerland. One day 
we’ll be everywhere. That is what we do. That is why we are here, come and join us.  
 
As Ductor is preparing to deliver further commercial plants we are looking for a well seasoned  

 

Biogas Specialist 
 
to join our international team. 
 
As the Biogas Specialist you have multiple years’ experience from biogas facility commissioning and operations. 
You understand what challenges biogas plants have in their daily operations, how the plants’ condition is moni-
tored and normal operating state recovered. To support plant commissioning and operations, you also have a 
solid understanding of the underlying technology, biology and chemistry.  
 
As Biogas Specialist you will be support our European plants’ start-ups and operations optimisation and devel-
opment. You have a significant experience within the industry, preferably including both mesophilic and thermo-
philic anaerobic processes.  
 
We are looking for an experienced and practical technology professional with a background from similar indus-
tries. The Biogas Specialist’s targeted working location is Zug, Switzerland, but as the role involves significant 
travel also other locations can be considered. 
 
We require you to have:  
- A Bacherlor’s degree (or higher) from a technical field of studies  
- Several years’ experience from the biogas industry 
- A combination of ’scientific’ subject matter expertise and hands-on field experience 
- Determination to overcome difficulties and a can-do attitude 
- Flexibility, good interpersonal and communication skills 
- Readiness to travel internationally 
- Very good command of both written and spoken English 

 
Ductor can offer you:  
A versatile and interesting assignment in a growing company, where you will be able make your mark in the 
development of the company. Besides offering versatility and something of great interest, Ductor offers you a 
truly meaningful assignment in the fight against climate change; you will get to be in the frontline to solve global 
challenges with interesting products and motivating and knowledgeable team. Moreover, Ductor offers you a 
truly international working environment, where international travel may be required up to 20 % of your time. Last 
but certainly not least, Ductor offers you countless of opportunities to learn, develop and grow. 
 
Attracted? If so, we look forward to receiving your complete application by e-mail. Jo Kneubühler from Team-
Kader AG is your contact person und guarantees you total discretion. 
 

 
 Team-Kader AG, Baarerstrasse 34, CH-6302 Zug Tel. ++41 (0)41 729 50 70 
 www.teamkader.ch      info@teamkader.ch 

 


